Abstract-Beamforming is a signal processing technique which is aimed at focusing the transmission energy in the desired direction through the use of antenna arrays and phase alignment. In this paper we explore the benefits of using distributed antenna beamforming in multi-hop sensor wireless networks. The major challenge in using distributed beamforming in ad hoc wireless networks is that the relative disposition of wireless devices cannot be controlled with high precision as required by antenna arrays.
I. INTRODUCTION
A wireless sensor network (WSN) consists of small autonomous low-cost low-power devices that carry out monitoring tasks. Initially developed for military use, WSNs can nowadays be found in many civil applications, such as environmental monitoring, biomedical research, seismic monitoring, and precision agriculture [1] . Several methods, which are based on cooperative signal enhancement, were developed to overcome the difficulty of long distance transmissions and energy inefficiency in WSNs where sensor nodes are deployed over a wide area. These methods include Smart Antennas [2] , [3] , Cooperative MIMO [4] , [5] , and a relatively new technique Distributed Beamforming [6] - [8] .
The technique of distributed (or collaborative) beamforming, which is the focus of this paper, uses a cluster of nearby sensors (nodes) to form a virtual antenna array so that the transmission radiation power is enhanced in the direction of the intended receiver (constructive interference) and decreased in all other directions (destructive interference). In contrast to CO-MIMO, the nodes calibrate their phase delays to form a desired beampattern [7] . An example of this scenario in multi-hop settings is given in Fig. 1 . The near cluster of nodes forms a beampattern and transmits to a cluster which resides between the log-cabin and the pine trees; the latter propagates the message to a distant cluster near the mountains.
The advantages of distributed beamforming are two-fold: (a) signal amplification in the required direction allows the transmission to reach distant receivers, which otherwise would be impossible due to the limited transmission range of sensors, and (b) the inflicted wireless interference on the rest of the network is reduced. In addition, as the signal power at the receiver is increased, following the utilization of distributed beamforming, each of the collaborating nodes can use a lower transmission power than necessary in the case of a single transmitting node; in fact, n transmitting nodes, can use only 1/n-th of the power used by a single node. On the other hand, a major challenge in the efficient use of distributed beamforming is that the relative disposition of wireless devices cannot be controlled with high precision.
The focus of research in the field has evolved from receiver side beamforming [9] to sender side beamforming [10] , [11] , and from centralized beamforming [9] to distributed beamforming [6] , [8] , [12] , [13] . In receiver side beamforming [9] , a group of antennas each receives a different faded version of the desired signal. All such analog signals are then jointly analyzed, for estimating the signal arriving from a desired direction, in the presence of noise and interference. Conversely, in sender side beamforming, a group of antennas each transmits a different pre-rotated (power-adjusted and phase-shifted) version of a common signal, such that the signals reinforce along the desired direction, and cancel out each other along other directions. A fundamental difference exists between sender-side and receiver side beamforming, making the former more amenable for distributed implementation than the latter. The former requires sender-side collaboration among the transmit nodes in distributed beamforming, which can be done via disseminating a common digital data packet. The latter instead requires receiver side collaboration among the receive nodes, which implies the aggregation of analog waves to a common point for processing. If one resorts to double sampling, excessive collaboration traffic will be generated among the receive node group, outweighing the benefits of beamforming.
A large volume of work on beamforming focused on the implied benefits of energy efficiency [8] , [9] , [11] , [12] , [14] . Intuitively, by coherent, collaborative transmission of a common signal, beamforming can steer the beampattern toward a desired receiver, and hence improve energy efficiency by reducing wasted energy radiated towards other directions. A salient difference between centralized beamforming (using pre-engineered antenna arrays) and distributed beamforming lies in location control. In the former, antennas in an array are precisely located at pre-computed positions, for coherent signal transmission towards direction of interest. In the latter, such precise location control is mostly not feasible. Ahmed and Vorobyov [13] and Ochiai et al. [6] apply the theory of random arrays to study the effectiveness of distributed beamforming, when collaborating transmitters can not be strategically placed, but are randomly located.
This paper explores the potential of distributed beamforming in multi-hop wireless networks. We consider the hierarchical-cooperation model described in [15] . The message is relayed by cluster of nodes in a multi-hop fashion. Once a message is received in a cluster, it is shared among all nodes and then transmitted to the next cluster by utilizing distributed beamforming. We assume the deployment area is divided into grid cells, such that each grid cell holds a randomly distributed cluster of nodes close to the center of the cell.
We develop an optimization scheme for single hop beampattern generation and then show how to utilize it in a multi-hop environment. We also validate the effectiveness of our methods through simulations. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first in considering the effective application of distributed beamforming in a multi-hop routing scenario.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II we discuss our network model and formulate the optimization problem. Then, in Sections III and IV we present our optimization methods for the single and multi-hop cases, respectively. Numerical results appear in Section V. Finally, we conclude and highlight future research directions in Section VI.
II. NETWORK MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section we present the model of distributed beamforming, describe the multi-hop scenario we address in this paper, and state our optimization objectives.
A. Distributed beamforming
A wireless signal at the physical layer is an E-M wave that can be viewed as a cosine wave: x t = A cos(ωt + θ), where ω is the frequency of the signal, and θ is its phase.
The energy or power of a wireless signal p is proportional to the square of its amplitude, A 2 . During propagation, the power of a wireless signal attenuates with distance:
Here p is the original signal power, p ′ is the new power after attenuation, d is the distance traveled, c ∈ [2, 5] is the attenuation parameter, and c is a constant parameter.
In distributed beamforming, a set of senders transmit the same wireless signal, over the same wireless channel (same frequency ω). Assume two senders s 1 and s 2 collaborate in a distributed beamforming session, and transmit at powers p s1 and p s2 , respectively. The signals leaving s 1 and s 2 are then x s1 = A s1 cos(ωt+θ s1 ) and x s2 = A s2 cos(ωt+θ s2 ), respectively. Here A s1 = √ p s1 and A s2 = √ p s2 . Next, imagine a receiver node u, with distance to s 1 and s 2 at d s1u and d s2u respectively. Considering power attenuation and phase shift from s 1 (s 2 ) to u, the signal transmitted from s 1 (s 2 ) arrives at u in the form of:
Here λ is the wavelength of the wireless signal, and λω is the speed of the E-M wave.
What is perceived at the radio of node r is x s1r superimposed with x s2r , which we denote as x r . The phasor addition rule states that the superimposition of two cosine waves with common frequency is still a cosine wave with the same frequency:
x r = A r cos(ωt + θ r ), where
In the case more k > 2 nodes participate in the distributed beamforming session, the phasor addition rule above can be applied recursively for computing the combined signal perceived by a receiver r. If r is an intended receiver who wishes to receive the signal, we wish to maximize the received signal power p r = A 2 r . If instead r is an unintended receiver who wishes to receive a different signal from other users at the same time, we wish to minimize p r . If r is not an intended receiver and is not actively receiving another signal, then r is indifferent to the perceived signal power p r .
B. Wireless sensor network scenario
The WSN is deployed in a square area which is divided into m×m square grid cells. Let g i,j , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m, denote the cell in the i-th row and j-th column of the grid, and O i,j denote its center. A cluster of sensors C i,j consists of n nodes which are randomly and independently deployed in a square region centered at O i,j (also referred to as the cluster region) of the grid cell g i,j , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m. The sensors nodes are equipped with communication devices which are sufficient to cover the area of the cluster region, but are unable to reach the sensors in other grid cells. All sensor nodes share the same transmission power p. Each cluster C i,j , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m has a cluster head, h i,j , which can be chosen by using standard techniques for distributed leader election [16] .
Data messages are propagated from the source cluster to the destination cluster through other cells as relays. The propagation is carried out in four-step Framework for Distributed Beamforming (FDB) in a multi-hop WSN, which resembles the hierarchical architecture used in [15] , as follows: (a) Once a message is received (or originated) by one or more nodes in a cluster, the message is sent to the cluster head; (b) the cluster head decides on the next grid cell to relay the message to based on source-destination which is encoded in the message unless the destination of the message is the current cell; (c) the cluster head decides on the subset of nodes that will participate in the cooperative transmission and sets their phase offsets; (d) the cluster head beacons to the participating nodes, which start the beamforming process in a synchronized fashion. Note that the fourth step of FDB requires accurate synchronization of the participating cluster members. This can be achieved by with existing methods, such as Reference Broadcast Synchronization (RBS) [17] or Flooding Time Synchronization Protocol (FTSP) [18] .
For intra-cluster communication (steps (a)-(c)) we assume that local collision avoidance protocols are used [19] , [20] . Inter-cluster transmission (step (d)) is carried out by utilizing the distributed beamforming technique. The nodes use different channels for intra-and inter-cluster communication so that these two types of transmissions do not interfere. In addition, we assume a full-duplex mode, where each cluster can receive and transmit at the same time over the wireless channel which is used for inter-cluster communication. For that purpose each node is equipped with separate antennas for transmitting and receiving purposes. Since cluster nodes are aware of the beampattern which is induced in their cell, they can subtract the anticipated signal from the one they receive, where the latter is the combination of the signal from other grid cells interleaved with their cell transmission.
We assume that the sensor network monitors rare events in the deployment area so that at any given moment all the messages belong to the same source-destination pair. Once an event is recognized in one of the cells, g is,js , the nodes in that cell initiate a unicast session to some destination cell g it,jt (g is,js and g it,jt are determined by the application).
be a grid route which is determined by the cluster heads which consecutively execute the FDB. Recall that each cluster in a route induces a beampattern; we denote the respective beampattern of the cell g i l ,j l , 1 ≤ l < k (the destination cluster does not transmit), by P l and let P i (α, δ) be the transmission signal power, where α is the angular coordinate and δ is the radial coordinate in a polar coordinate system with the pole at O i l ,j l Note that the last (destination cell) does not create a beampattern. The purpose of this paper is to optimize the performance of FDB in steps 2 and 3. That is, we focus on the selection of the grid route GR for a given source-destination pair and the choice of active nodes with their respective phase offsets in each cell (i.e. the beampattern P l ) as outlined below.
C. Optimization objectives
We are interested in evaluating the bottleneck capacity of a unicast session induced by FDB. According to the Gaussian channel model [21] , node v can successfully receive a wireless transmission at a data rate of
bits per second, where B is the channel bandwidth and SN R(v) is the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) at v. The value of SNR is determined as the ratio between the power of the intended signal SP (v) and noise N (v), which essentially is the power of all other signals plus the additive Gaussian noise. That is, SN R(v) = P (v)/N (v). Note that in our scenario the ambient noise is negligible compared to the signal power of other transmissions. Let g i1,j1 and g i2,j2 be two grid cells and P 1 be the beampattern g i1,j1 . We denote the signal power of the beampattern P 1 as received at some node v ∈ C i1,j1 as
where α(v, O i1,j1 ) and δ(v, O i1,j1 ) are the relative angle and distance, respectively, of v from Oi 1 , j 1 . For convenience we denote SP (P, v) = SP (g i,j , v), where P is the beampattern of g i,j . Let GR = g i1,j1 , g i2,j2 , . . . , g i k ,j k be a grid route and P 1 , . . . , P k−1 the respective beampatterns. Note that the intended signal for cluster C i l ,j l , 2 ≤ l ≤ k is transmitted by cluster C i l−1 ,j l−1 and the signal which originates in g i l ,j l can be ignored due to the full-duplex assumption. Thus the SNR of every node in the clusters which participate in the grid route GR can be computed as follows.
Since local inter-cluster communication can achieve high rates through existing protocols, the bottleneck of the unicast session is the inter-cluster transmissions. According to equality (1) The feasible reception rate F i l ,j l of cluster C i l ,j l , 2 ≤ l ≤ k, in GR is governed by the node with the highest SNR, i.e.
The feasible capacity of the whole unicast session, F(R), is the bottleneck reception rate of the grid route, i.e.
We are ready to define the Maximum Bottleneck Capacity (MBC) problem.
Problem (Maximum Bottleneck Capacity (MBC)). For a pair of source-destination grid cells g is,js
and g it,jt , find a grid route GR from g is,js to g it,jt , and the transmission assignments in each of the participating clusters such that F (R) is maximized.
III. SINGLE HOP OPTIMIZATION
In this section we address the optimization of a single distributed beamforming pattern. The general idea is to concentrate the transmission power in some desired direction which points to the next cluster. In addition, in order to achieve a secondary objective of interference minimization we also define an undesired direction where high signal power should be avoided. We assume that all nodes share the same transmission power, but can have different phase offsets. In addition it is possible to use only a subset of nodes as senders. We use a north-based azimuth to denote directions, e.g. North is 0
• , East is 90
• , South is 180
• , and East is 270
• . Our method has two major components: Analyzer and Resolver. The Analyzer is responsible for evaluating the efficiency of a beampattern, while the Resolver uses the Analyzer to search for a subset of active sender nodes and phase offsets. Due to lack of space we omit the discussion of the Analyzer. We would only mention that the Analyzer calculates the beampattern P , as described in Section II-A, and then produces a score BP scr (P, α * ) which represents the "quality" of the beampattern in the desired direction α
* . An example of the optimization is shown in Fig. 2 . There are 20 nodes (grey triangles) randomly distributed in a grid cell of size 150m, with the cluster region being 50m. All nodes share the same transmission power with attenuation factor 2, and transmit at 27Mhz. The desired direction is North In Fig. 2(a) we observe the induced beampattern when all the phase offsets are set to zero. The plot shows the signal power in all directions. By setting the phase offsets, the Resolver produces the beampattern in Fig. 2(b) ; it can be observed that the transmission energy has a good concentration around the North direction and is perfectly aligned. Moreover, most of the energy is successfully concentrated in the main lobe and the signal power is ≈ 3 times higher than before the optimizaiton. In what follows we discuss the Resolver component.
The Resolver: For a grid cell g i,j , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m, the Resolver searches for a subset of sender nodes S ⊆ C i,j and their respective phase offsets which produces the highest score in the desired direction α * as computed by the Analyzer. We propose two greedy iterative algorithms, SET-PHASES and CHOOSE-SENDERS.
The first algorithm, SET-PHASES, receives a subset of sender nodes S = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s k }, the center of the grid cell O i,j , and the desired direction α * as input and searches for the best respective phase offsets {θ 1 , θ 2 , . . . , θ k } for Recall that all the nodes share the same transmission power p and let the call to Analyzer have the following format Analyzer(S,{θ 1 , θ 2 , . . . , θ k }) (for simplicity we omit the passing of α * and O i,j ). Note that the Analyzer can set any distance δ * as it does not affect the score.
SET-PHASES
Input: α * , O i,j , S = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s k }, passN um Output: {θ 1 , θ 2 , . . . , θ k } 1 for l = 1 to k do 2 θ l ← 0; 3 for pass = 1 to passN um do 4 for l = 1 to k do 5 Find a value θ * ∈ Θ * such that the score returned by Analyzer (S,{θ 1 
The purpose of the second algorithm CHOOSE-SENDERS is to choose a subset of sender nodes S = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s k } from the cluster C i,j , which will participate in the distributed beamforming, and set their phase offsets.The algorithm receives as input the desired direction α * , the center of the grid cell O i,j and its cluster C i,j , and the number of nodes to activate. Recall that n = |C i,j |. Again for simplicity we omit α * , O i,j , and passN um from the parameter list when calling SET-PHASES(·).
CHOOSE-SENDERS
if there exists sz such that SET-PHASES finds a better configuration of {θ 1 , . . . , θ k } (in terms of Analyzer score) for {s 1 , . . . , s z−1 , v l , s z+1 , . . . , s k } then for  {s 1 , . . . , s z−1 , sz, s z+1 , . . . , s k } then sz ← v l ;
IV. MULTI-HOP OPTIMIZATION
Here we show how the principles presented in Section III can be applied to multi-hop WSNs. The choice of a grid route R is crucial for the maximization of the feasible capacity F(R) as the participating clusters interfere each other. In this section we first present a simple, yet effective, grid route selection and then show how to utilize the distributed beamforming in a a grid-based multi-hop network.
A. Stairway routing
We propose a simple route selection, which we name stairway routing The general idea is to minimize the number of consecutive cells in the same direction, to avoid interference from previous hops. 1 Let g is,js and g it,jt , 1 ≤ i s , i t , j s , j t ≤ m, be two grid cells. Also, w.l.o.g. let i s ≤ i t , j s ≤ j t and (j t − j s ) ≤ (i t − i s ), i.e. the horizontal grid distance is greater than or equal to the vertical distance in terms of grid coordinates. The other cases are symmetric. A stairway grid route from g is,js to g it,jt is an alternation of horizontal and vertical steps towards the destination, where each step is a sequence of consecutive hops. One of the steps (depending on the relation between the horizontal and vertical distances) is of length 1; in our case it is the vertical step. The horizontal step has two variations -the basic and extended. The length (in terms of hops) of the basic horizontal steps is calculated as follows h = it−is jt−js+1 , while the length of extended step is h+1 and their number is given by e = (i t −i s ) mod (j t − j s + 1). We can now compute the number of basic steps, b = (it−is)−e·(h+1) h . The computation of a grid route is therefore straightforward. We start with b basic horizontal steps of length h, each followed by a vertical step, and continue to do the same with extended horizontal steps of length h + 1. Note that the last vertical step can be unnecessary (e.g. in a route from g 1,1 to g 2,3 ).
B. Utilizing single hop optimization in a grid route
Each cell in a grid route searches for the best beampattern, such that the desired direction α * points to the next hop and the undesired direction β * points to the previous. To incorporate the undesired direction β into the Resolver we make the following modification. For each beampattern P , generated by Resolver we obtain a combined score of both directions α * and β as follows,
where W α * and W β * are the respective weights of the scores. An example of this scheme is presented in Fig. 3 . There are 16 grid cells, each of size 400m with a cluster region of 50m. Each cluster has 10 nodes randomly distributed and only 7 act as senders. The figure shows the induced grid route from g 1,1 to g 4,4 and the respective beampatterns. We can observe a very good performance in all three measures: directional energy, lobe alignment, and signal power. In addition, in each cell, the signal power in the direction of the previous hop is very low.
Remark: Note that the cluster head can compute the next hop locally as it only needs the information about the source-destination grid cells and the grid coordinates of its own cluster. Thus, it can easily compute α * and β * as well.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In our simulations we tested the proposed framework (FDB) in a multi-hop environment. We have generated 16 grid cells, each of size 400m × 400m. Each of the clusters consists of 10 nodes randomly and independently distributed in a 50m × 50m region. All nodes share the same transmission power and use 27MHz as the carrier frequency. The number of active senders is k ∈ {3, 4, 5}.
Recall that the objective of the Maximum Bottleneck Capacity problem is to maximize the bottleneck feasible rate, F(R), (5), where R is the grid route. As F(R) is derived from SNR, we study the values of bottleneck SNR.
We consider three different stairway routes: ZIGZAG (from g 1,1 to g 4,4 ), DIRECT (from g 2,1 to g 2,4 ), and 2STEPS (from g 1,1 to g 2,4 ). The first, ZIGZAG, is optimal in the sense that there is no two consecutive grid cells in the same direction; DIRECT is an extreme case when all the hops are in the same directions; finally, 2STEPS represents a more common case of mixed steps with multiple hops in the same directions. We compare our scheme (FDB) with two types of fixed antenna arrays: vertical (VAA) and horizontal (HAA). For each instance of k, we construct a k-element antenna array with length
. That is, the spacing between elements is half the wavelength, λ/2. Both arrays are aligned with the grid cell centers -the only difference is their orientation (horizontal is positioned along the x-axis, while the vertical along the y-axis). Both arrays use phase adaptation to emit a signal in the desired direction.
The plots show the values of bottleneck SNR in dB. Each value is an average of 3 tries.
We observe that in the ZIGZAG scenario ( Fig. 4(a) ) all three schemes, FDB, VAA and HAA, have good performance. As expected at least one antenna array produces better SNR than FDB due to the very high directional signal concentration and the fact that there are no consecutive horizontal or vertical hops. It is also interesting to note that FDB produces a stable SNR value of 2dB-3dB, whereas antenna arrays depend on the actual number of elements.
However, in the two other scenarios (Fig. 4(b) and Fig. 4(c) ) FDB considerably outperforms the other two schemes (yielding SNR values in the range 4dB-6dB). In fact, VAA and HAA produce either very low or negative SNR values. This can be attributed to the fact that antenna arrays have a tendency to backfire and hence it is almost impossible to avoid signal concentration towards the previous hop. FDB on the other hand, uses the randomness of node distribution to induce a favorable beampattern.
These results emphasize the effectiveness of our framework and show that it is feasible to use distributed beamforming in a multi-hop environment.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we explored the potential of distributed beamforming in a multi-hop wireless sensor network. We studied the maximum bottleneck capacity problem which aims at maximizing the bottleneck SNR of a multi-hop transmission session and proposed several optimization techniques both for single and multi-hop scenarios. In our simulations we tested the performance of FDB in a multi-hop grid based WSN. The obtained numerical results showed the effectiveness of our techniques and provided interesting insights on the possibilities of distributed beamforming in WSN deployments. Furthermore, out methods have outperformed more common fixed node layouts used in antenna arrays.
As future work it would be of great interest to consider an arbitrary multi-hop setting, where the clusters are not fixed a priori. Another important question is whether we can guarantee a certain level of SNR in a multi-hop environment.
